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INTRODUCTION
The writer, a student working in the field of nursery-
school education, was impressed by the number of opportunities
that the nursery school teacher has for guiding and influencing
the many phases of development in the young child. The writer
also became aware of the very marked developments in the social
behavior of the child during the nursery school years. This
study has therefore attempted to indicate the role of the tea-
cher in developing social behavior from anti-social in the nur-
sery school.
The specific purposes of this study are:
1. To show what is known about social development
during the nursery school years.
2. To develop a technique of systematic observation
for the purpose of observing and recording teacher techniques in
developing social from anti-social behavior.
3. To show by means of systematic observation the
techniques used by teachers with the younger and older groups of
children in the nursery school.
4. To show the techniques used by teachers in a phil-
anthropic and in a private nursery school.
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CHAPTER I
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
I. The Two Year Old
Studies of social behavior agree that the characteristic
play of two year olds is parallel activity, in which two or
more children play side by side. Green-*-, in a study of 40 nur-
sery school children ranging in age from two years one month
to four years, finds that 61.5$ of two year old play is soli-
tary, and that two year olds play in groups of three or more
children only 1.8$ of the time. Parten2 , in a study of the
social play of 42 children during free play periods, agrees
that parallel play is most common among two year olds. Ander-
son3 says that when two two year olds are given blocks, the
tendency is for them to separate and for each to play with his
own blocks, instead of playing together.
Gesell 4 comments that although a two year old has many
1. Green, E. H.
,
’’Group Play and Quarreling among Pre-School
Children’’, Child Development
,
Vol. 4, pp 302-307,
Dec
. ,
1933
2. Parten, M. B.
,
"Social Participation among Pre-School
Children", Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
.
Vol. 27, pp 243-269, Oct. -Dec., 1932
3. Anderson, J. E., "The Development of Social Behavior",
American Journal of Sociology
.
Vol. 44, pp 839-857,
May, 1939
. Gesell, A., et al.. The First Five Years of Life
.
Harper
& Brothers, New York, 1940, xiii-393
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physical contacts with other children, his social contacts are
few and brief, Mai lay!
,
in a study of 21 nursery school child-
ren, finds that the two year old has success in initiating his
social contacts only 26.5$ of the time, and that most of his
contacts are physical. He spends 41$ of his time during free
play in social contact (in the category "social contact" Mallay
includes physical contact.) Gesell and Ilg2 say that when the
two year old plays with other children, he plays more success-
fully with an older child, and plays better outdoors than in-
doors,
Gese ll3 finds that two years of age marks the beginning of
a feeling of possession. The two year old is beginning to use
the word "mine," and to show unmistakable proprietary interest.
He is very self-centered. Gesell and Ilg4 point out that the
dominant interest of the two year old is still his physical
self, romping, running, touching. However, in a picture of his
social behavior, they say that the child enjoys helping. The
two year old, also, has more successful relationships with only
1, Mallay, H., "A Study of Some of the Techniques Underlying
the Establishment of Successful Contacts at the Pre-
School Level", Journal of Genetic Psychology
.
Vol, 47,
pp 431-457, DecT^ 1935
2, Gesell, A., and Ilg, F. L.
,
Infant and Child in the Culture
of Today
,
Harper & Brothers, New York, 1943, pp 159-176
3, Op . cit
,
4, Loc. cit.
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4one adult at a time—more than one confuses him. He is alter-
nately shy and aggressive. His attention span is extremely
short, and he plays in snatches. The doll play of the two year
) old is very advanced. He can also accept and follow elaborate
routines at this age.
The two year old has not yet developed the competitive
spirit. Leuba^, experimenting with rivalry with 32 two to six
year old children, finds two year olds little affected by the
social situation; a competitive atmosphere does not affect
their performance in any way. Greenberg2
,
in a somewhat simi-
lar study, also finds that among two year olds there is no com-
petition; the child is too much interested in material for its
own sake.
Bridges 3 on the basis of records and observations of three
years in her nursery school, which contained 20 two to five
year olds each year
,
characterizes the two year old in the same
way as showing only fleeting interest in other children. Adults
are approached more readily than other children, play materials
next most readily. The next step in social contact is mimicing
other children's laughter and actions. In the beginning, at
two, the child turns away from other children. It takes him a
1. Leuba, C., "An Experimental Study of Rivalry in Young Child-
ren", Journal of Comparative Psychology, Vol. 16. dd
367-378, Dec., 1933
~~
^
2. Greenberg, P. J., "Competition in Children — An Experimen-
tal Study", American Journal of Psychology. Vol. 44.
pp 221-248, April, 1932
3. Bridges, K. M. B., The Social and Snotional Development of
the Pre-School Child
.
Kegan Paul, London, 1931, 277 p
..
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5while, in a nursery school, to begin to show friendliness.
Hattwick and Sanders 1
,
in a study based on reports of 555
children ranging from two to four years of age, conclude that
the habits and traits most commonly reported by nursery school
teachers about two year old children are: ’’hard to reason with 1*,
’’whines and grumbles”, (peak at two years old), "cries easily"
(peak at two years old), "avoids play with others", "fears
strange people", "dawdles", "refuses to share", and "attacks
others". Some of these habits and traits may be hangovers from
babyhood, the authors state; this study, however, began with
the two year old nursery school child.
Isaacs 2
,
from records of her nursery school of 31 children
over a period of several years, says that the two year old, be-
cause of his self-interest, cannot yet experience enough fellow-
feeling with his playmates to show group hostility.
Woodcock3 characterizes the two year old as still confused
in social relationships. He accords to inanimate objects the
same consideration that he does to people. He talks to them,
scolds them, etc. In the same way, he treats people as he does
1. Hattwick, 1. W., and Sanders, M. K., "Age Difference in Be-
havior at the Nursery School Level", Child Development
Vol . 9, pp 27-47
2. Isaacs, S., Social Development in Young Children. Harcourt.
Brace & Co., New York, 1937, xii-480
• 'Woodcock, L. P., Lif e and Ways of the Two-Year-Old. E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York, 1941, 267 p
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6objects, using them for support in climbing, for example. He
makes himself the point of reference in his observations, not-
ing possessions of others in terms of himself. Two year olds
^
explore the physical characteristics of each others’ clothes.
They try to enter into relationships with each other by offer-
ing play materials, doing similar activities. The two year
old dislikes thwarting, and aggression may often arise. Attack
may be the first method of social advance tried. This author,
also, says that ambivalence is common. Bott^ finds that idle,
aimless activity is high at two years, and decreases as the
child reaches three.
Bridges^ remarks that two year olds may crowd into a cor-
ner, away from group games, and can be drawn in only very slow-
ly*
Bridges^ feels, as do many others, that half year differ-
ences are significant at this early level. The two and a half
year old is a very different person from what he was at two.
Two and a half years, she states, is the height of the obsti-
nate period. The child has progressed from the comparative
social indifference of two years old to a period of self-asser-
tion. His resistance against adult influence and his striving
1. Bott, H. McM., Personality Development in Young Children
,
Studies in
-
Child Development, No. 2, University of
Toronto, Toronto, 1934, 139 p
ft
2. Op. cit,
3. Op. cit.
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for power and independence are at their peak. That negativism
is growing is also shown by Caille-^, who concludes that at
three children show twice as much negativism as they do at two
years of age.
Gesell and Ilg
2
point to two and a half as being the para-
doxical age. The two and a half year old child wants to do
two things at once. He shows embryonic sociability, tries to
be helpful. He is at the stage of deciding which of two al-
ternatives is right, so he tries both. He cannot be forced.
With his play there is a constant stream of talk. He wants
to be with people, but can’t handle them. As at two, he still
plays best out of doors and with one other child. He still
likes to play by himself, but prefers to do it in a group,
next to other children, with much imitation. His sense of
possession about his own things is well developed, which can’t
be said for his sense of possession about other people's things.
Most of his activity is still centered in himself, and any real
group stimulation deteriorates easily. He responds better to
verbal handling than physical. He will answer "no" if given
a chance.
Green^ finds that the amount of friendly play observed
increases from two years to three, and that this is due to in-
1. Caille, R. K.
,
Res istant Behavior of Preschool Children
,
Child Development Monographs, No. 11, Teachers Coll-
ege, Columbia University, New York, 1933, xv-142
2. Op. cit.
, pp 177-201
3. Green, E. H.
,
"Friendships and Quarrels among Pre-School
Children", Child Development. Vol. 4. dd 237-250.
Sept., 1933

8crease in the number of friends. The same author
1
observes
that from two to three is the age at which most physical quar-
rels occur.
o
Hattwick and Sanders^ state that the habits and traits
most commonly reported by nursery school teachers in regard to
two and a half year old children include; "refuses to comply
with adult requests" (peak at tv/o and a half), "ignores re-
quests" (peak at two and a half), "wastes time at routines",
"asks unnecessary help" (peak), "grabs tojrs" (peak), "refuses
to share" (peak), and "hard to reason with" (peak). The authors
conclude that two and a half is the age of experimenting with
others
.
Woodcock^ points out the two and a half year old's new
interest in others; in older two year olds, she states, there
is more elaborate intercourse: awareness of another's absence,
approving another's appearance, explaining one's self and one's
actions, etc.
II The Three Year Old
The three year old is a very different person. Gesell and
Ilg 4 characterize the age of three as a coming of age. A high
1. Green, E. H.
,
"Group Play and Quarreling among Pre-School
Children". Child Development, Vol. 4. pp 302-307. Dec..
1933
2. I oc. clt.
3. Op. cit.
4.
Op. clt
,
. pp 202-223
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9degree of self control is reached, and the child v/ants to
please and conform. He has learned to listen to adults and is
susceptible to praise. He has sympathy for others. He can put
off immediate gains for future ones, wait his turn, and accept
suggestions. There is much sociality at three; the three year
old greets his playmates with gusto. He is pleased when he
pleases others. Routines are now easy for him. He is able to
settle more of his own conflicts. All in all, as Gesell says,
"You can bargain with three. He knows that he is a person and
you are a person. And he negotiates reciprocal trade agree-
ments. His desire to please makes him actively adaptive. He
heeds words and suggestions. His sense of personal self is
still fragmentary. He can be highly social, but still attacks
a physical object, a chair, a toy. He is very jealous. Al-
though he is very social, his socialized reactions are offset
by many others that are egotistic and self-conservative. His
social cooperation is brief, but he is beginning to understand
what it means to cooperate and share. The groups in which the
three year old plays are constantly shifting.
Greenberg^ finds that from three to four there is some com-
petition. The child understands excelling, and discovers, as it
were, the other child. However, he is still more interested in
the social relationship than in the competitive relationship
1. Op. cit
.
, p 44
2. Loc. cit.
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itself. Leuba^ concludes that some three year olds in a rival-
ry situation show rivalry responses and usually lessen their out-
put because of distraction. This points up their growing social
consciousness. Berne^, in a study of the ratings of 152 child-
ren concludes that three year olds exceed two year olds in "in-
dependence of adults" and "self-defense." Four year olds and
three year olds exceed two year olds in "interest in the group",
"understanding own property r ights"
,
"sociability", "rivalry",
"jealousy 1*, "responsibility for self", "responsibility for
others", "criticism of others", "social conformance", and "as-
cendence .
"
Bridges^ observes that at three, the child begins to join
in group activity. He has learned to recognize sometimes the
mistakes made by a not her child
,
whereas when he was not yet
three, he was interested only in his own good and bad behavior.
By three, the child has learned to defend himself in socially
desirable ways. He may try to comfort another child in dis-
tress. At three, he may taunt another child. In his relation-
ships with adults, the three year old shows alternating self-
assertion and cooperation. He is trying to win approval and
yet, at the same time, keep his independence.
1 . Loc. cit
.
2* Berne, E. V. C., An Experimental Investigation of Social
Behavior Patterns in Young Children
.
Studies in Child
Welfare, Vol. 4, No. 3, University of Iowa, Iowa City,
March 15, 1930, 93 p
3. Loc. cit.
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Bott-*- finds, in a study classifying activity into idle or
aimless, routine, and constructive behavior that routine be-
havior (use of apparatus as intended) reaches its peak at
three, thus adding to our picture of a socially conforming
individual,
Beaver^ observes that above 33 months, the child uses
more verbal contacts with his friends, less physical, Mallay3
finds that the three year old's success in initiating social
contacts is in fact less than the 26 , 5% success the two’s
showed; the three year old is successful only 24.2$ of the
time. However, he spends more t ime than did the two year old
in social contact. The average size of the social group at
three years old is 2.5 members. Green4 concludes that while
the growing increase in the "friendship indices" of pre-school
children is due to an increase in the number of friends between
two and three, from three to five it is the depth of friend-
ship that is the cause. The same author^ finds that three
1. Toe. cit
.
2. Beaver, A. P., The Initiation of Social Contacts by Pre-
school Children
.
Child Development Monographs, No. 7,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1932,
65 p
3. Loc. cit,
4. Green, E. H.
,
"Friendships and Quarrels among Pre-School
Children", Child Development
.
Vol. 4, pp 237-250,
Sept., 1933
5. "Group Play and Quarreling among Pre-School
Children", Child Development. Vol. 4. pp 302-307. Dec*.
1933
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year olds are alone in their play 52$ of the time as compared
to 61,5% at the two year level. The size of the group is also
growing-- the three year old playing with three or more child-
ren 3.3$ of the time, as compared with 1.8$ at two. The author
finds three years to be the most quarrelsome age, but this may
be because of their new social interests; according to the
same author'1', mutual friends have been found to be more quarrel
some than average, and mutual quarrelers are more friendly than
average. Therefore, quarreling is a part of friendly social
intercourse at this age. Not only are three year olds the most
quarrelsome^, but they initiate the most quarrels. Many of
their quarrels are still physical. Jersild and Fite^, in
studying the influence of nursery school on children’s social
adjustment, find that 18 three year olds spend 37$ of their
time in social contact, (with a wide individual difference and
a marked difference between old and new children) at the be-
ginning of the year; at the end of the year they spend 58.2$
of their time in social contact, with no difference between
old and new children.
1. Green, E. H.
,
"Friendships and Quarrels among Pre-School
Children", Child Development
.
Vol. 4, pp 237-250,
Sept
• ,
1933
2. "Group Play and Quarreling among Pre-School
Children", Child Development. Vol. 4. dd 302-307.
Dec., 1933
3. Jersild, A. T., and Fite, M. D.
,
The Influence of Nursery
School Experience on Children’s Social Adjustments
.
Child Development Monographs, No. 25, Teachers College
Columbia University, New York, 1939, xi-191
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Arrington^ discusses this increase in social activity as
a function of age, rather than nursery school experience, and
says that social activity is twice as great at three as it was
at two. Parten2 agrees, finding that among pre-school child-
ren the size of the social group increases with age. Indivi-
dual differences are marked. The Pearson product-moment cor-
relation of social participation with age is .61, while the
same author3 finds that the correlation of social participa-
tion with nursery school experience is .12.
Parten4 finds that at three years of age we see both
directing and following, in a study of leadership behavior.
At three, the maximum of reciprocal leadership is reached.
While leadership is developing, the great amount of social
play seen at this age is in part due to the fact that follow-
ing behavior reaches its peak at three.
1. Arrington, R. E., Interrelations in the Behavior of Young
Children
.
Child Development Monographs, No. 87 Tea-
chers College, Columbia University, New York, 1932,
156 p
2. Parten, M. B., "Social Play among Pre-School Children",
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
.
Vol. 28,
pp 136-147, July-Sept., 1933
3 , "Social Participation among Pre-School Child-
r e n"
,
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
,
Vol
.
27, pp 243-269, Oct. -Dec., 1932
4. "Leadership among Pre-School Children", Jour-
nal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
.
Vol. 27, pp 430
440, Jan. -March, 1933
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Hattwick1 finds that three year olds have more fear of
strangers than do four year olds, are more dependent on
adults, ignore requests more as the year goes on, waste more
time--incr easingly during the year, and that three year olds
profit most in routine compliance in the nursery school,
Hattwick and Sanders 2 state in addition, that the three year
old is a wriggler, is jealous, has temper outbursts (peak at
three and three and a half), and gives in least easily of any
age group. The authors conclude that the total picture of the
three year old when his behavior is compared to the two year
old, is one of a child who is becoming integrated, (The au-
thors include in their rating chart only negative aspects of
behavior)
•
Isaacs^ pictures the three year old as just beginning to
develop enough fellow feeling to experience group hostility
—
a phenomenon that makes its full appearance at the age of four,
Murphy^ as a result of a study of sympathy, says that the
conflicts of three year olds occur more often over property
1, Hattwick, L. W., "The Influence of Nursery School Attend-
ance on the Behavior and Personality of the Pre-School
Child”, Journal of Experimental Education
.
Vol, 5,
pp 180-190, Dec., 1936
2, Loc. cit .
3, Op, cit,
4, Murphy, L. B., Social Behavior and Child Personality
.
Col-
umbia University Press, New York, 1937, viii-345
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than do conflicts in which the attack on the child’s person is
the starting point. Three year olds, when they see someone
crying, will often blind themselves to the causes of crying.
They will admit that they know of no reason to cry; they iden-
tify themselves with self-respecting people who do not cry, in
their effort to become social beings. Three year olds also
notice and comment on the clothing and routine of others.
Some authors differentiate the social behavior of the
three and a half year old from that of the three year old.
Bridges-*- finds that from three and a half on, the child begins
to offer to share material, willingly shares his own toys or
candy, fetches toys for others, defends rights of smaller child-
ren, and appreciates the work of others. The child at three and
a half has learned to leave others’ toys alone and not to inter-
fere with individual work. At about three and a half, the child
resolves his struggle against adults, and becomes cooperative,
with little opposition.
Gesell and Ilg^ agree that the child now has group feeling,
and say that the three and a half year old issues annoying
commands, and excludes others from his groups. Group play does
not deteriorate as easily. Three and a half year olds can plaj
in a calm group. They have begun to form strong friendships.
1. Op. cit.
2. 0p« cit.
, pp 222-223
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However, in strong friendships there is tension* The three
and a half year old can not only discriminate, but he can
carry it out by demanding, commanding, hitting and pushing.
Ill The Four Year Old
The four year old presents a personality of which we have
seen inklings in the picture of the three and a half year old.
Gesell^ characterizes the four year old as being self-reliant
in his personal habits, assertive, bossy, dogmatic. The four
year old is less socially dependent than the three. His play
is mixed self-dependency and sociability. It Is associative
play in groups. The four year old prefers groups. He is able
to perpetrate purposefully wrong behavior, mainly to get reac-
tions from others. He also fabricates, but his fabrications
are not intended as real lies; he still can’t completely dis-
tinguish between truth and fable,
Gesell and Ilg2 find that the four year old has a lively
mind. He is voluble, boastful, dogmatic. His questions are
for the sake of conversation, not information. His is a highly
social drive. His mercurial imagery makes him fabricate, alibi;
above all, he is highly dramatic. There is much in-group feeling
among four year olds, with name-calling and bravado. The four
year old likes to listen to explanations, to be with other
1. Op. clt.
2. Op. cit
.
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children. He likes variety. In his group life, tattling and
disputes are frequent. He is able to work for a common goal
with other children, though he needs an initial start on a
high level from his teacher in order to begin well,
Appel-*-, in a study of aggression in 14 nursery schools,
finds that aggressive behavior arising from conflict over
possession of property diminishes at the age of four. Four
year olds are more persistent in their aggression, and show
more emotion with it. Their aggression is more directed, and
more effective, than that of the three year olds.
This integration of aggressive behavior seems to be part
of the greater integration of the whole person. Bott2 states
that constructive, imaginative activity is greatest in the four
year old group. Berne^ concludes that four year olds are more
cooperative than are the younger pre-school children.
Bridges^ observes that the four year old may be seen
1. Appel, M. H.
,
"Aggressive Behavior of Nursery School Child-
ren and Adult Procedures in Dealing with Such Behavior",
Journal of Experimental Education
,
Vol. 11, pp 185-199,
Dec., 1942
2. Loc. clt.
3. Loc. cit,
• Op. cit.4
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defending the rights of others, trying to prevent a child from
taking another’s possessions or from hurting him. However,
he may still bully younger children. Pour year olds have also
learned to respect authority. Waiting turns and cooperating
are possible at this age. Murphy1 finds more offering and
sharing of toys among the four year olds than is seen at three.
That the four year old likes to play in groups is demon-
strated by Mallay^ who finds that fours spend 77$ of their time
in social contact in free play. They have 30.8$ success in
initiating their social contacts, a considerable improvement
over the three year old. The findings of Green^ are consistent
with this: the four year old plays alone only 35$ of the time.
He plays in groups of three or more children 8.3$ of the time,
as compared to 3.3$ for the three year olds. Four years is the
most retaliative age in quarrels, though fights are more often
verbal than physical, Isaacs says that the hostility in the
group seen at four may be more vivid than the hostility in any
one individual.
1* Loc. cit.
2. Loc. cit.
3. Green, E. H.
,
"Group Play and Quarreling among Pre-School
Children", Child Development
.
Vol. 4, pp 302-307, Dec.,
1933
4. Op. cit.
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Greenberg^ places the age of the beginning of real compe-
tition at four, though Leuba 2 places it at five.
Hattwick and Sanders^ find that the peak is reached in the
following habits or traits on their rating chart at four years:
"looks for praise", "shows off to get attention", "criticizes
others". The four year old is still high in the following re-
ported traits: "attacks others", "grabs toys", "refuses to
share". The four year old also bosses others, and asks unnecess
ary help. However, as Hattwick4 points out, the fact that he
is improving more than the three year old did in "refuses to
share", "grabs toys from others", and "attacks others", indi-
cates the four year old has matured sufficiently to profit
measurably from his contacts with other children. Four year
olds also use their time more profitably as the year goes on.
The four year old seems to profit more in techniques of social
adjustment and in habits of work than he did at three in the
nursery school.
Parten^ finds that the four year old is more frequently
1. Loc. cit
.
2. Loc. cit
3. Loc. cit.
4. Loc. cit.
5. Parten, M. B.
,
"Leadership among Pre-School Children", Jour-
nal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
, Vol. 27, pp 430-
440, Jan. -March, 1933
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found directing activities than the three year old and the twc
year old are. She suggests that this might he in part due to
language development. The same author 1 finds that really
highly organized groups do not appear until four and a half,
IV Sex Difference
Several studies have indicated differences between boys
and girls in some phases of social development. Berne2 con-
cludes that on the rating chart, girls of all ages are more
motherly. Three year old boys are less responsible for others
than are three year old girls. In reference to all other traits
there are no significant differences.
Bridges3 points out that the obstinate assertive period for
boys is from approximately two and a half years to three and a
half years, whereas for girls it starts and ends about three
months later.
Green4
,
studying friendships among pre-school children,
finds that girls of all ages have slightly more friends, and
boys make slightly deeper friendships. Boys at all ages are
1. Parten, M. B., "Social Participation among Pre-School Child-
ren", Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
,
Vol. 27
pp 243-269, Oct. -Dec., 1932
2. Loc. cit.
3. Op. cit.
4. Green, E. H.
,
"Friendships and Quarrels among Pre-School
Children". Child Development. Vol. 4. pp 237-250.
Sept., 1933
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more quarrelsome than girls. Indeed, quarrels depend on the
extent to which boys belong to the group. A group of all boys
is the most quarrelsome, boy-girl groups are next, and all girl
groups least so. Most friendships are found to be unisexual,
Johnson-1-, in a study of verbal influences on the behavior
of children aged two and a half to eight, finds that girls
respond more than do boys to more negative, general, verbose,
depriving, unpleasant, scolding, remarks, and threatening re-
quests and prohibitions. However, both boys and girls respond
better to specific, simple, pleasant, approving, positive re-
quests, than they do to the negative, general, verbose, etc.
For the most part, however, studies reveal that boys and girls
at the pre-school age behave the same way in their social rela-
tionships.
V General Social Development
We see, then, a clear development during the pre-school
years in the child's social behavior. Bridges 2 defines social
development as the increase in ability to adjust to social
situations, especially in ability to act or behave in a more
socially desirable way. She describes the child's progress
from two to five as proceeding from social indifference through
1. Johnson, M. W., Verbal Influences on Children's Behavior
.
University of Michigan Monographs in Education, Uni-
versity of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1939, ix-191
2. Op. clt.
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stages of self-assertiveness to a stage of consideration for
others. Isaacs 1 disagrees with Bridges about setting such
definite stages of development; she feels that the stages come,
but not at specific years. By four to five, however, we do
o
find friendly cooperation. Berne defines social behavior as
behavior involving other persons. She remarks that in many
traits or habits, individual differences far exceed any age
differences.
Horowitz^, in discussing child-adult relationships during
the pre-school years, observes that two processes are taking
place in the developing independence in the child. While his
sphere of overt activity in relation to the problems of life
which may be solved by self or object manipulation is marked by
an increase in independence, there is actually a decrease in
independence in the sphere of affectional support and attention
fixing. Therefore, the author concludes, a child may need an
emotional prop while developing independence in his activities.
VI Methods of Observation of Social Behavior
We have seen above the findings of research concerning
1. Op. cit.
2. Loc. cit.
3. Horowitz, E. L., "Child-Adult Relationships in the Pre-
School Years", Journal of Social Psychology. Vol. 11.
pp 41-58, Feb.,“1940
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stages of social development in the pre-school child. Let us
see how such studies of social development may be carried out,
Thomas and associates^- have described three general tech-
niques for observing social behavior: (1) those in which a
given child is followed for a given period in the nursery school
and a pre-determined overt social behavior act is recorded each
time it occurs; (2) those in which, from any of the entire group
of nursery school children present in a situation, a specific
social situation is recorded each time it recurs, and (3) those
in which the psychological test situation is used instead of
the nursery school situation for recording the same sort of
data discussed under (1) and (2), However, as pointed out by
p
Parten
,
these studies place emphasis on the method, rather than
upon the results.
Many observers have studied social behavior by means of
rating scales. Berne5
,
Bridges^, Hattwick and Sanders 5
,
have
1. Thomas, D. S.
,
and Associates, Some New Techniques for
Studying Social Behavior
,
Child Development Monographs,
No. 1, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1929, x-203
2. Parten, M. B.
,
"Social Participation among Pre-School Child-
ren", Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol,
27
, pp 243-269 , Oct. -Dec., 1932
3. Loc. ci t
»
4.
Op. cit.
3. Loc. cit
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profitably used this method among others. Many have used the
free observation method, taking notes on anything that appears
worthy of recording and writing on the basis of years of ex-
1 2perience; Isaacs and Woodcock both drew their conclusions
from years of observation.
Many experimenters have fruitfully used some variety of
the method of systematic observation, which has been defined
by Anderson as:
".. .observation. .. in which the observer selects
beforehand from a mass of events occuring in the
development of a child, a particular situation
or series of situations for observation, and de-
velops a technique whereby the responses of the
child are recorded systematically following a
predetermined plan. Emphasis, however, would be
placed upon the fact that the behavior which is
recorded is that which occurs naturally. "3
Appel4 studied aggressive behavior by this method. She
defined the categories of her observations as (1) the nature
of the aggressive act, (2) the reactions of the victim, (3)
adult behavior, (4) end of episode. She observed the entire
group the same amount of time, later classifying her data.
She remarks that one of the limitations of her method was the
1. Op. cit.
2. Op. cit.
3. Anderson, J. E.
,
"The Methods of Child Psychology", in Mur-
chison, C., A Handbook of Child Psychology
,
Clark Uni-
versity Press, Worcester, 1933, p. 13
4. Loc. cit.
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fact that she could not observe all that went on in the room,
and if a second situation arose while she was recording one,
she ignored the second one.
Beaver1 took five minute records, 24 for each child, ob-
serving his social contacts, classifying them at the time as
material verbal, material non-verbal, non-material verbal,
and non-material non-verbal.
Green2 ' 5 observed each of 40 children for 30 seconds per
day, varying the order of children each day, observing whether
or not the child was in friendly, quarrelsome, or solitary
activity at the time.
Landreth et al. 4 observed teacher-child contacts in the
nursery school; as one of the purposes of their investigation
the investigators attempted to develop a reliable and adequate
method of observing teacher-child contacts. They classify con-
tact as either physical, verbal, visual, or spatial, with many
possible methods and many possible method goals.
1. Loc, cit.
2. Green, E. E.
,
’’Friendships and Quarrels among Pre-School
Children", Child Development
.
Vol. 4, pp 237-250,
Sept
. ,
1933
3. "Group Play and Quarreling among Pre-School
Children", Child Development
.
Vol. 4, pp 302-307,
Dec
. ,
1933
4. Landreth, C.
,
Gardner, G. M.
,
Eckhardt, B. C., and Prugh,
A. D.
,
"Teacher-Child Contacts in Nursery Schools",
Journal of Experimental Education
.
Vol. 12, pp 65-91,
Dec.", 1943
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Mallay1
,
studying social contacts among pre-school child-
ren uses five minute observations at ten second intervals, with
a total of tv/o hours of observation on each child. Spring and
fall observations were then compared,
Moore2 studied children’s behavior and teachers' attitudes
by means of one hour observations. The gross classifications
for observation were (1) the situations in which the child needs
help, (2) the methods used by the teacher, and (5) the subse-
quent effect of the teacher's activity. There were many subdi-
visions for immediate classifications. Murphy® used tv/o hours
as a unit of observation in a study of sympathy. Parten4 * 5 * 6
used one hour, and also 60 one minute samples in studying social
participation and leadership.
1. Loc, cit,
2. Moore, E. S., The Development of Mental Health in a Group
of Young Children
,
Studies in Child Welfare, Vol. 4
,
No. 6, University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1931, 128 p
3. Op, cit,
4. Parten, M, B., "Social Participation among Pre-School Child-
ren"
,
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
.
Vol. 27,
pp 243-269, Oct. -Dec., 1932
5. — "Leadership among Pre-School Children", Jour-
nal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
.
Vol. 27, pp 430-
440, Jan. -March, 1933
6. "Social Play among Pre-School Children", Jour-
nal of Abnormal and Social Ps?/chology
.
Vol. 28, pp 136-
147, July-Sept., 1933
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There are many types and variations, then, of systematic
observation. This study will use a method of observation amal-
gamating aspects of many of the methods discussed above.
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF STUDY
I . Development of the Observational Outline
The writer, comparatively new to the nursery school field,
was faced with the problem of developing a working outline for
observing teacher techniques in developing social behavior.
Casual observation in the nursery school where the writer was a
practice-teacher indicated that it would be impossible to observe
all of the techniques which teachers use in developing social be-
havior, since ’social behavior’ covers too wide a field. Tech-
niques used by teachers in developing social behavior include long-
range techniques as well as short, and affect the planning of the
whole nursery school environment.
It was decided, therefore, to limit the observation of tea-
cher techniques to those situations in which anti-social behavior
occurred; for the purposes of this study, situations where social
behavior was proceeding were not observed.
It was necessary, then, to define anti-social behavior in
terms of the nursery school child. The definition finally arrived
at, as a result of reading and experience in the nursery school,
was as follows: anti-social behavior is any behavior on the part
of one child or group of children which in any way interferes with,
disrupts the activity of, or thwarts the desires of any child or
group of children, or tends to hurt another child in any way.
Social behavior, on the other hand, refers to that behavior in
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which a child adjusts to the group, expresses his desires ami-
cably, and acts or behaves in a socially desirable way.
With this definition in mind, the first trial observation
was made in the nursery school where the writer was a student tea-
cher. This was a philanthropic nursery school, with an enrollment
of 30 colored children, divided into three groups. The writer
attempted to observe all three groups. The observation is pre-
sented in the appendix. It became clear to the writer that events
often happened too quickly in succession to be recorded in full
at the time they occurred, and also, that it would serve the pur-
pose of this study to classify the situations as they occurred.
Accordingly, the following preliminary observational outline was
drawn up, based on items used in observational outlines by experi-
menters in the field of social behavior, as well as on the writer’s
own observations.
Preliminary Outline for Observing Anti-Social Behavior: I
A. Existing Situation: difficulty existing over:
1. Possession of toy or equipment
2. Cross purposes
3. phy Teasing, physical
. ver "
,
verbal
4. Intrusion and rejection
5. Waiting turns
6. Sharing
7. Destruction
8. Interfering or bothering
9. Hitting (anger, not teasing)
10. Rivalry for teacher
11. Too many using equipment
B. Teacher Technique;
1. Doesn’t see
2a. Looks— approving
2d. ”
--disapproving
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B. Teacher Technique, cont’d:
Verbal Techniques
3. Interprets wishes or feelings
4. Explains property rights
5. Suggests a solution
6. Disapproves or moralizes
7. pos Commands, positive
neg M
,
negative
8* Scolds
9.
pos Requests, positive
neg ”
,
negative
10. Encourages or approves
11. Directs
12. Sympathizes
13. Questions about situation
14. Gives factual information
Physical Techniques
C.
15. Separates children
16. Caresses
17. Removes equipment
18. Moves to situation and does nothing
19. Moves to situation and stops short of it
20. Guides
21. Assists
22. Chastises
23. Sets an example—demonstrates use of equipment
24. Restrains
Ending Situation
1. Child complies gladly
2. Complies defiantly
3. Does nothing (does not continue in old or go to
new activity)
4. Continues in situation as before
5. Situation becomes social behavior
6. Leaves situation spontaneously
7. Attacks teacher
8. Attacks other child
9. Starts other social activity
10 o Wanders around
This outline was used for a one hour observation which is pre-
sented in the Appendix. This observation was carried out in the
nursery school where the writer was a student, and it became
immediately apparent that the outline contained too many items,
some of which were identical with others, and some of which were
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poorly expressed* It was impractical to work from such a long
outline, as it took too long to find the needed classification.
In addition, situations arose for which there was no classifi-
cation to he found. Accordingly, the outline was revised, and
the final form was reached. This form was used for a trial ob-
servation at the private school where half of the final obser-
ving was to be done. The outline was found to be practicable
and satisfactory.
Outline for Observation of Teacher Techniques in Developing
Social from Anti-Social Behavior
A. Situation of Anti-Social Behavior:
These are the categories into which the observed be-
havior fitted and was classified at the time of occur-
rence .
1. Conflict over possession of toy or equipment
(refusal to share, cross purposes)
e.g. Eddie and Chuck were both pulling at the
truck, each wanting it for his own play.
Jamie and Michael both wanted the doll
—
Jamie to bathe it, and Michael to take it
to take it to rest with her*
2. Conflict over taking turns
e.g. Marty was riding the tricycle, and Charles
wanted it. Sheila had promised Wayne a turn
on the tricycle once she had ridden around,
and Wayne called to the teacher that Sheila
wouldn’t give him the tricycle.
3. Intrusion of a new child into activity and rejec-
tion by the group.
e.g. A group of children were playing in a large
packing box outdoors. Carl came up to them,
and tried to step in. The children already
in the packing box pushed him out, saying,
"We don’t want him to play with us.’’
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4. Rivalry for the teacher's attention or affection.
e.g. Bunny was sitting on the teacher's lap.
"Put him down, put him down,” cried Susie.
”1 want to sit there.”
5. Conflict developing from crowding.
e.g. Bibsie hit Margaret and cried because she
could not get into the right place to see a
book the teacher had on her lap, as there
were too many children trying to see.
A large group was on the Jungle Gym. When
Arnold tried to climb on, he had to push
Dicky and Clara out of his way, which they
resented, and called the teacher to make Ar-
nold get off.
6. Hitting, pulling, pushing, biting, spitting. (This
often came with other forms of anti-social behavior
but sometimes occurred spontaneously, with no ob-
vious connection to any other category.)
e.g. Marvin hit Arnold, with no apparent cause.
Arnold looked to the teacher for encourage-
ment to hit him back.
Larry went around swinging at the other chil-
dren and hitting them with a rope.
George pulled off Donna's hair ribbon, pull-
ing the hair with it.
7. Destruction of equipment
e.g. Val, George, and Paul jumped on a screen on
the ground, trying to break it in.
8. Disrupting group activity (rest, music, story, etc.)
e.g. During rest. Bunny sat up and sang loudly,
thereby stimulating the other children and
ruining their quiet rest period. In the story
period, Bibsie constantly interrupted the
teacher by giggling and distracting Margaret,
so that the rest of the children were unable
to listen to their story.
B. Teacher Technique in Dealing with Anti-Social Behavior:
1. Doesn't see or completely ignores.
e.g. Val and Paul argued about who was to have the
fire engine. The teacher completely ignored
them, leaving them to solve the conflict.
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2. Moves toward the situation and does nothing.
e.g, Jere and Jamie were arguing over who was to
have a ladder. The teacher started to move
towards them. When Jamie saw her coming,
he left the ladder and went to something else.
The teacher stopped and said nothing.
3. Encourages or approves—visual or verbal.
e.g. Arnold was taking Dicky's train away. The
teacher called out "That's right, Dicky,
hold on to it. It's yours."
Chuck hit Herbie. Herbie hit him back, and
then looked around to the teacher, who smiled
her encouragement to him to keep on defend-
ing himself.
4. Disapproves or moralizes—visual or verbal.
e.g. Charles was disrupting the story period.
The teacher said, "Please be quiet. You're
bothering all of us."
5. Interprets wishes or feelings of one child to
another.
e.g. Mike kicked Larry's block building down.
The teacher explained to Mike that Larry had
wanted to leave his block building up.
Pam tried to get into the sandbox with Pris-
cilla and Michael, who, thinking she wanted
their shovels, pushed her out. The teacher
said, "Pammy only wants to play with you in
the sandbox. She doesn't want to take your
shovels away."
6. Explains property rights.
e.g. Paul and Donna were fighting over the tri-
cycle. "Paul had it first, Donna," the tea-
cher said.
Jere and Jamie were pulling at a book.
"Jamie brought the book to school, Jere. It
is his, so he may read it."
7. Directs to new activity, solitary or social.
e.g. Larry was hitting people with a rope. The
teacher pointed to the swing and said, "The
swing is free now, Larry."
.
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Jamie and Jere were arguing over a shovel,
" Why don’t you go play on the Jungle-gym with
Susie," the teacher said to Jere,
8, Suggests solution*
e.g, Larry was rejected by a group who were build-
ing. "You could let Larry help you build,"
the teacher remarked.
Marty and Charles were fighting over the tri-
cycle. The teacher suggested taking turns,
and then helped them do so.
9, Sympathizes verbally or physically (carresses).
e.g, Eddie took Chuck’s truck away. "That was a
shame, wasn’t it. Chuck."
Val bit Donna’s finger, and the teacher picked
Donna up in her arms until she stopped crying.
10. Supplies (more) tools and equipment.
e.g. Jamie and David were fighting over a truck.
The teacher brought David another truck.
11. Assists in use of equipment (setting an example,
physical guidance, or verbal direction).
e.g, Bibsie was pushing others aside so that she,
too, might see the book the teacher was read-
ing from; the teacher helped Bibsie get into
a good position to see.
Bunny left an unfinished airplane in the middle
of the room. The teacher reminded him that there
was still painting to be done on it. She sat
down on the floor and helped him finish the
painting.
12. Removes child from group play (punitive or non-
punitive measure).
e.g. Bunny was rushing around the room when the
other children were having their singing per-
iod. The teacher took him by the hand, and
led him out of the room to help her with some-
thing outside.
Mike constantly bothered the other children.
The teacher led him out into another room,
saying that if he couldn’t play without bother-
ing other children in one room, he would have
to play by himself for a while.
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13. Removes toy or equipment.
e.g. Just before resting time, George and Herbie
were fighting over who was to read a book.
The teacher took it away entirely.
14. Restrains child.
e.g. Bunny was rushing around the room, upsetting
things. The teacher pulled him to her, and
held him while she talked to him,
C. Result, or Ending of Episode
1. The child complies gladly, welcomes help or ad-
vice.
e.g. Jamie and Jere were arguing over the use of
the slide. The teacher suggested that Jere
use the Jungle-gym. He went over to it
gladly.
2. The child does nothing, wanders around.
e.g. Charles and Patsy both wanted the tricycle.
The teacher suggested that Charles ride it
for a while and then give Patsy a turn.
Charles rode off, and Patsy wandered around
the yard, doing nothing.
3. The situation continues anti-social.
e.g. Billy and Sheila both wanted the tricycle.
The teacher suggested that Billy ride it
first and then give it to Sheila. Billy
rode off, and Sheila ran after him, caught
him, and tried to pull him from the tri-
cycle.
4. The situation is resolved into social behavior.
e.g. Evan and DeWitt were fighting over the
building blocks. The teacher suggested to
Evan that he help DeWitt build railroad
tracks. Immediately, both boys began to
work together in harmony.
5. The child leaves the situation spontaneously,
without teacher suggestion.
e.g. Dicky tried to get on to the overcrowded
Jungle-gym by shoving others. The teacher
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looked on, but did nothing. Dicky continued to
try to get on for a while, but finally left the
Jungle-gym and went on to something else.
6. The child enters new activity, solitary or social.
e.g. Donnie and Marty were fighting over a shovel.
The teacher explained that the shovel was Marty’s
originally. She suggested that Donnie take the
tricycle, which he did.
7. The child attacks, physically or verbally, a teacher,
or another child.
e.g. Val and George both wanted the fire-engine. The
teacher helped George to take it from Val, since
George had had it first. She restrained Val,
and explained the property rights involved to him
Val struggled loose, and hit the teacher several
times, calling out, "Go way, go way, my truck,
go way.
"
8. The child continues the activity that was interrupted,
solitary or social.
e.g. David had a truck which Jamie tried to take away.
The teacher brought Jamie another truck, and Da-
vid continued to play as before with his truck.
II . Selection of Population
Two schools were chosen in which to make the observation.
One was a private school, cooperatively owned. The children in
this school had for the most part professional parents—teachers
doctors, writers, or students. Most of the children were Anglo-
Saxon; all were born in this country. They were divided into
two groups in the school—older and younger. The older group
consisted of twelve children, ranging in age from three years
nine months, to four years eleven months, at the time that this
study began. The younger group consisted of ten children
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from the age of two years eight months, to three years six
months. Although the group was divided, the children visited
back and forth freely. Each group had its own room, sharing a
common bathroom. The school had a large outdoor playground,
with sandbox. Jungle-gym, ladders, swings, slide, packing boxes,
tricycles, etc. The older group had two student teachers in
addition to the director of the school, as its teachers; there
was a teacher with one student in the younger group. At the
time that these observations were made, the complete group was
never present, as many of the younger group were absent due to
an epidemic of chicken pox, followed by colds. The attendance
of the older group was quite regular, eight or more children
usually present.
The philanthropic school was somewhat larger. There were
two older and two younger groups. The children in this school
v/ere from lower or lower middle income groups, of all races,
creeds, and nationalities. The children in this school stayed
all day, through lunch, afternoon nap, and milk, while the
children in the private school went home before lunch. The
children in the philanthropic school were divided into five
groups. One group, consisting of children who for some reason
needed to be in a small group, was not observed in this study.
There were two groups of older children, one with thirteen
children, ranging from three years eight months to four years
six months, and the other with twelve children ranging from
three years ten months to four years seven months. These two
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groups had separate rooms upstairs in the nursery school,
sharing a common bathroom and cubby-hole room. Occasionally,
these tY/o groups traded rooms.
Downstairs there were two groups of younger children, who,
for the purposes of this study, were observed together. They
rested together, ate together, played outdoors together, and
the tv/o groups were mixed up during midmorning rest and music.
Although there were actually twenty-two children in the com-
bined groups, .ranging in age from two years six months to three
years nine months, there were never more than fourteen present,
and several times as few as five, due to chicken pox and colds
in this school. At the school, there was a large outdoor play-
ground, used by both groups, with slide. Jungle-gym, swings,
packing boxes, etc. There was also a cement v/alk for use with
wheel toys.
A list of the children in both schools with their ages is
filed in the Appendix.
III. Observational Techniques
It was decided to make a total of sixteen three hour obser-
vations, eight in each school, from nine to twelve o’clock in
the morning. A schedule was arranged, as presented below, in
order that the days of the week might be represented equally in
each school, and in each group, and in order that each group in
each school might be observed the same number of times. In the
schedule, "Y" refers to the younger group, "0" to the older, in
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either school. Roman numerals I and II, refer to the two groups
of thirteen and twelve children, respectively, in the older di-
vision of the philanthropic school. Since it turned out that
the younger group was observed all together for almost all of
the time, they are not designated in sections in the schedule.
Because there were two older groups, it was thought necessary
to divide the mornings at the philanthropic school so as to have
an equal distribution of Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays, and also of early and late periods of the morning,
in each group.
Schedule of Observation
MONDAY
Philanthropic
School
9:00—10:30 Y
10:30—12:00
0-1
Jan. 27
Private School
Y
TUESDAY
Private School
Y
Jan. 28
Philanthropic
School
9:00—10:30 Y
10: 30- -12 : 00
O-II
WEDNESDAY
Philanthropic
School
9:00—10:30 O-II
10:30—12:00 Y
Jan. 29
Private School
0
THURSDAY
Private School
0
Jan. 30
Philanthropic
School
9:00—10:30 0-1
10:30—12:00 Y
Feb. 3 Feb. 4 Feb. 5 Feb. 6
Philanthropic Private School Philanthropic Private School
School School
9:00—10:30 0-1 9:00—10:30 Y
10:30—12:00 Y 0 10:30—12:00 0-H Y
Feb. 10
Private School
0
Feb. 11 Feb. 12 Feb. 13
Philanthropic Private School Philanthropic
School School
9:00—10:30 O-II v 9:00—10:30 Y
10:30—12:00 Y 10: 30—12:00 0-1
Feb. 17 Feb. 18 Feb. 19 Feb. 20
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Each of the sixteen observations lasted three hours so that
a total of forty-eight hours was spent in observing.
The method of observation was simple. The writer carried
a clip board on which were clipped cards, with the spaces for
appropriate notations marked off. On the lower half of the
clip board an abbreviated form of the observational outline was
attached for quick reference. The writer sat on the side of
the room, or, outdoors, stood in a position to be able to see
all of the children, and noted what occurred. Occasionally a
teacher in one of the groups related an incident in full which
the writer was not able to observe completely, and the writer
included these in her notations. If two events occurred at the
same time, the writer noted one, and then inquired about the
other, writing it down later. No matter what was going on, if
the- time to join another group came, the writer left and ob-
served in the second group.
At the philanthropic school and at the private school, it
often happened that both older and younger groups were in the
pl&yyard together. In that case, both groups were observed,
wherever anti-social behavior was seen.
Because there seemed to be no advantage in considering
their techniques separately, student teachers were considered
as full teachers in these observations, and no distinction has
been made between them in treating the data.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
In observing the teacher’s role in the development of
social from anti-social behavior, the writer spent eight morn-
ings, three hours each morning, at each of two nursery schools,
one private, and one philanthropic* The time was evenly divided
between younger and older groups of children in each school*
An observational outline was followed in recording the observed
behavior.
There are several limitations on the observations which
should be noted. The writer's inexperience and the time limits
are the most significant ones. Also, the small numbers of chil-
dren in the younger groups of both schools and the discrepancy
between the number of children in the private and public schools
make it difficult to draw any comparisons in interpreting the
data. To augment the small size of the younger groups in both
schools was the fact that there were no young two year olds in
either school. For this reason, it seemed more meaningful to
treat the data in terms of the younger and older age groups,
rather than in terms of the years 2, 3, and 4.
There was on the whole, comparatively little anti-social
behavior in either of the schools. This, the teachers in both
schools seemed to feel, was due to the fact that by February,
the children have achieved a working relationship with each other
and with their teachers, and naturally fewer conflicts occurred.
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In the following tables, the numbers refer to the numbers
on the observational outline in each category, ’’Situation of
Anti-Social Behavior", "Teacher Technique", and "End of Episode
"Sol" and "soc" are abbreviations for solitary and social, in
relation to some technique or result. "Phy" refers to physical
»
and "ver", to verbal. "T" is the abbreviation for "teacher",
and "ch", for child. The meaning of any abbreviation will be
clear with reference to the observational outline on pages 31-
36.
The tables below summarize the data from the observations.
TABLE I
No. of Anti-Social Situations in Each Category
Total No. Philanthropic School Private School
Situation of Cases Older Younger Older Younger
#1 45 12 14 8 17
#2 6 5 - - 1
#3 9 4 3 1 2
#4 1 - - 1 1
#5 2 1 - 1 -
#6 16 10 5 1 -
#7 3 1 2 - -
#8 15 2 2 9 2
97 35 26 21 23
In the above table, situations in which one older and one
younger child were involved have been credited as occurring in
both groups
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By far the greatest amount of anti-social "behavior occurred
in situation #l--"Conflict over toy or equipment”. Both schools
showed a large amount of this behavior, with the younger groups
showing slightly more in each school than the older* This trena
is more pronounced in view of the fact that the number of chil-
dren observed in the younger group of each school was extremely
small.
Situation #2, "Taking turns", appears primarily in the
philanthropic school. In examining the original data, the rea-
son for this is apparent. In each case, the conflict arose over
a tricycle. In the private school there were enough tricycles
to avoid this kind of conflict.
Situation #3, "Intrusion into the group and rejection by
it”, appears slightly more in the philanthropic school. How-
ever, since there were more children in the philanthropic school
than in the private, this difference does not seem important.
The only case of situation #4, "Rivalry for the teacher’s
affection or attention", occurred in the private school. This
is significant in the light of the overwhelming number of cases
of situation #8 in the private schools. Both of these categories
are actually attempts to obtain the attention and affection of
the teacher. From the writer’s observations of all of the be-
havior in the private school, this would seem to be characteris-
tic.
Situation #5, "Conflict from crowding", appears only once in
each school.
"Hitting, pushing, spitting, etc.", situation #6, appears
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a great deal in the philanthropic school and only once in the
private school. Many of the cases of hitting occurred in con-
junction with other kinds of anti-social behavior as can be seen
in the original observations in the Appendix. Most of the situa-
tions of hitting, biting, and pushing occurred, however, without
any concomitant anti-social behavior.
There were only three cases of "Destruction", situation #7,
and all of these occurred in the philanthropic school.
All in all, there were 97 situations of anti-social behavior.
Of these, slightly more occurred in the philanthropic school.
However, in the light of the fact that there were more children
in the philanthropic than in the private school, this slight
difference in the amount of anti-social behavior observed does
not seem conclusive,
«
In the following tables, techniques used by teachers in
dealing anti-social behavior, are analyzed. Often a teacher used
two techniques in relation to one situation. These techniques
are considered as separate. Also, each technique had several
outcomes, for the different children involved in the situation.
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TABLE II
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #1 in
the Private School, Younger Group
Technique
No. of times
Group
Private School
Younger Group
No. Cases Used
17 1
1
1
2
8
1
1
6
hi
2
3 ver
4 ver
5
7 sol
7 soc
9 phy
10
End of Episode
No. of times
found E.E.#
14
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
4
8 sol
8 sol
8 sol
8 soc
4
6 sol
1
6 soc
8 sol
6 sol
8 sol
1
8 sol
8 sol
4
1
8 soc
5
2
In the private school, younger group, the two techniques used
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most often by teachers in dealing with conflicts over toy or
equipment were #6, "Explains property rights", and #10, "Supplies
tools or equipment". Teachers also used #7 sol, "Directs to new
solitary activity". All three techniques resolved the situations
from anti-social. Of the three techniques, #10, "Supplies tools
or equipment" led most often to social behavior in which two or
more children were involved. A great variety of other techniques
was used. Most of these techniques were successful, in the sense
that the situation was no longer anti-social. Only technique
#14, "Restrains child", led to a somewhat unsocial result. In the
one case in which this technique was used, the child did nothing,
and wandered around.
TABLE III
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #1 in
Group
Private
School
Older
Group
the Private School, Older Group
Technique
No. of times
No. Cases Used
8 1
1
2
1
1
1
3
T.#
3 ver
4 ver
5
6
7 soc
8
10
End of Episode
No. of times
Found E. E.#
1 8 sol
1 8 sol
2 4
1 6 sol
1 4
1 4
2 4
1 6 sol
In the older group of the private school, the teachers, in
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dealing with conflicts over toy or equipment, used a wide variety
of techniques, most of which led to satisfactory results. The
technique used more often than any other, #10, "Supplies tools or
equipment", led to social behavior twice, and solitary activity
once. There were no anti-social results from any technique,
TABLE IV
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #1 in
the Philanthropic School, Younger Group
Technique End of Episode
No. of times No. of times
Group No. Cases Used T.# Found E.E.#
Phi lan- 14 4 1 3 4
thropic
School 1 8 sol
Younger 1 5
Group
3 5 2 4
1 6 sol
1 5
5 6 2 8 sol
3 2
1 3
3 8 2 4
1 8 sol
1 2
2 9 phy 1 6 sol
1 5
1 7 p,v,ch,t
1 11 phy 1 8 sol
1 13 1 4
2 14 2 2
1 7 p.v.t
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In the philanthropic school, younger group, the teachers
used many techniques, not all of which led to social behavior.
The technique used more frequently than any other, #6, "Explains
property rights", led only twice to a satisfactory conclusion,
#8 sol, "Continues v/hat was interrupted". The same technique led
three times to "Does nothing, wanders", and once to a continuation
of the anti-social situation. The teachers here ignored (#1) the
behavior four times, and each time the behavior resolved itself
from anti-social behavior into a more desirable form. Used
slightly less often was technique #5, "Interprets wishes", and
this led to satisfactory results each time. "Suggests a solution"
was used three times also, and this led twice to satisfactory
(once social) conclusion, and once to result #2, "Does nothing,
wanders around". Twice, teachers restrained children, (#14) and
both times it led to anti-social behavior. In general, the wide
variety of techniques used were followed by a wide variety of
results.
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TABLE V
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #1 in
the Philanthropic S chool. Older Group
Technique
No. of times
End
No. of
of Episode
times
Group No. Cases Used Sdt Found E.E.#
Philan- 12 1 1 1 4
thropic
S chool 2 3 ver 2 8 sol
Older 1 4 ver 1 3
Group
1 4
3 5 3 4
1 3
4 6 2 3
2 1
1 8 sol
1 6 sol
1 7 soc 1 4
4 8 2 4
2 3
1 1
1 10 1 4
1 11 ver 1 4
1 13 1 3
In the older group of the philanthropic school, a wide
variety of techniques. Two techniques were used four times each:
#6, "Explains property rights" ended satisfactorily in most of the
cases, but twice the situation continued anti-social. #8, "Suggests
/
solution", also led to continued anti-social behavior twice, al-
though twice it led to social behavior. The eight other techniques
.
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used resulted in both social and unsocial behavior.
TABLE VI
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #2
Technique End of Episode
No. of times No. of times
Group No. Cases Used T.# Pound E.E.#
Private
School
Younger
Group
115 1 4
Private
School 0
Older
Group
Philan-
thropic
School 0
Younger
Group
Philan- 5 5 8 2 4
thropic
School 2 1
Older
Group 2 2
1 3
1 6 1 1
1 12 1 1
1 2
The techniques used by teachers in dealing with conflicts
over taking turns were varied. The one case occurring in the
private school was handled by technique #5, "Interprets wishes or
feelings", resulting in social behavior. In the older group of
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the philanthropic school the technique used most often was #8,
"Suggests solution". In each case, since the conflicts occurred
over the use of the tricycle, the suggested solution was taking
turns. This ended satisfactorily half of the time. However,
the child whose turn it v/as not , in two cases wandered around,
did nothing (#2). In one case, the situation just continued anti-
social, (#3).
TABLE VII
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit* #3
Technique End of Episode
No. of t imes No. of times
Group No. Cases Used T.# Found E.E.#
Private
School 2 1 5 1 4
Younger
Group 1 3 ver 1 4
Private
S chool
Older
Group
1 1 3 ver 1 4
Philan-
thropic
School
3 2 3 ver 2 4
Younger
Group
1 4 ver 1 6 soc
Philan- 4 1 1 1 4
thropic
School 1 4 ver 1 2
1 5 1 4
1 8 soc 1 4
1 9 phy. 1 8 soc
ver
1 11 phy, 1 4
ver
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In the private school, both groups, both techniques used in
dealing with situation #3, “Intrusion into the group and rejec-
tion by it", led to social behavior. In both the younger and the
older groups, technique #3 ver, "Encourages verbally", ended in
social behavior--i.e. the child was accepted into the group.
In the philanthropic school groups, both older and younger,
a wide variety of techniques was used. The significant fact here
is that all except one of these situations was resolved into
social behavior, with all of the techniques used. The one case
in the older group where the child did nothing, wandered around,
(#2) was in response to #4 ver, "Disapproves verbally". The same
technique used with the younger group led to #6 soc, "Enters new
social activity."
TABLE VIII
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #4
Technique End of Episode
No. of times No. of times
Group
Private
No. Cases Used SJl Found
School
Younger
Group
1 1 5,14 1
Private
School 1
Older
Group
1 5,14 1 3
Philanthropic
School, Younger 0
Group
Philanthropic
School, Older n
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There was only one case of situation #4, ’’Rivalry for the
teacher’s attention or affection”, occurring in the private
school, between one child in the younger group and one child in
the older group. The situation was handled by restraining one
child and interpreting the other child’s wishes to him. The
situation continued anti-social. One of the children’s mother
came for him, so the situation ended,
TAELE IX
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit .#5
Technique End of Episode
No. of times NoT of times
Group No. Cases Used Pound E.E.#
Private
School
Younger
Group
0
Private
School
Older
Group
1 1 11 ver 1 4
Philanthropic
School
Younger
Group
0
Philanthropic
School
Older
Group
1 1 1 1 3, 5
There were two cases of situation #5, "Conflict from crowd-
ing”, one in the older philanthropic group and one in the older
private group. In the private school, the technique used was
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#11 ver, "Assists verbally in using the equipment". This resulted
in social behavior. In the philanthropic school, the teacher ig-
nored (#1) the behavior. The situation continued anti-social un-
til one child left the group.
TABLE X
Analysis of Techniques v/ith Corresponding Results in Sit. #6
Group
Private
School
Younger
Group
No. Cases Used
0
Technique End of Episode
No. of times No. of times
E.E.#T .# Found
Private
School 1
Older
Group
1 14 1 3
Philanthropic 5 1 14 1 4
School
Younger 2 3 ver 2 4
Group
1 5 1 8 sol
1 6 sol
1 1 1 8 sol
1 5
1 9 phy 1 2
1 6 1 7 p, v, ch,‘
(Continuation on next page)
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TABLE X (CONT’D)
Technique End of Episode
No. of times No. of times
Group No, Cases Used T,# Found E.E.#
Philanthropic
School
9 3 4 v er 2 4
Older 1 7 p,t
Group
3 8 1 2
1 3
1 4
2 1 1 3
1 5
1 4
1 5 1 3
1 7 soc 1 4
1 10 1 4
1 9 ver 1 4
1 11 ver 1 4
1 12 1 1
There was only one instance of situation #6, "hitting, etc."
in the private school, occurring in the older group. The teacher
restrained the child (#14), and the situation continued anti-
social.
In both the younger and older groups of the philanthropic
school, a wide variety of techniques were used. In the younger
group, the techniques leading to satisfactory results, i.e., be-
havior that is no longer anti-social, were #14, "Restrains child"
#3 ver, "Encourages verbally", #5, "Interprets wishes", and #1,
"Ignores". #9 phy, "Verbal sympathy”, led to result #2, "Does
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nothing, wanders around". The one use of technique #6, "Explains
property rights", resulted in a physical and verbal attack on the
teacher and other children, and more anti-social behavior, but
the child involved in this situation was having serious emotional
problems. It was the observer’s opinion that this child would
have responded in the same way to any technique.
In the older group of the philanthropic school, the use of
technique #4 ver, "Disapproves verbally", led to social behavior
twice, and led once to a physical attack on the teacher. "Sug-
gests solution", technique #8, led once to social behavior, once
to anti-social, and once to "Does nothing, wanders around". Of
the seven other techniques used, all led to social behavior ex-
cept #5, "Interprets wishes", which led to continued anti-social
behavior, and #1, "Ignores, doesn’t see", which led to social be-
havior once and anti-social once.
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TABLE XI
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results In Sit. #7
Technique End of Episode
No , of t ime s No. of times
Group No. Cases Used T .# Found E.E.#
Private
School 0
Younger
Group
Private
School 0
Older
Group
Philanthropic 2 1 U Phy, 1 3
School
Younger
ver
1 • 6 soc
Group
1 2
1 4 ver 1 4
1 9 ver 1 4
Philanthropic
School 1 1 5 1 2
Older
Group
There were no cases of situation #7, "Destruction "
,
in the
private school. In the philanthropic school, younger group, tech-
nique #4 ver, "Encourages verbally" and #9 ver, "Sympathizes ver-
bally", both led to social behavior. #11 phy, ver, "Assists In
using equipment, physically and verbally", led to continued anti-
social behavior on the part of one child, while the other left and
entered a new social activity. In the older group of the philan-
thropic school, the one instance of destruction was handled by
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technique #5, "Interprets wishes", and led to result #2, "Does
nothing, wanders around".
TABLE XII
Analysis of Techniques with Corresponding Results in Sit. #8
Technique End of Episode
No. oft ime s No. of t lines
Group No. Cases Used T .# Found E.E.#
Private 2 1 14,4 ver 1 4
School
Younger 1 9 Phy, 1 4
Group 12 n pun
Private 9 3 4 ver 1 2
School
Older 1 3
Group
1 4
3 12 n pun 1 1
1 4
1 6 sol
2 14 2 3
1 3 ver. 1 1
11 phy
1 7 soc 1 4
Philanthropic 2 1 8,13 1 4
School,
Younger group 1 1 1 5
Philanthropic 2 2 4. ver 1 4
School
Older group 1 3
By far the larger number of instances of situation #8,
"Disrupting group activity", occurred in the private school. In
the younger group, all of the techniques used ended in social be-
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havior. The techniques used were largely physical: #14, "Res-
trains child", was used in conjunction with #4 ver, "Disapproves
verbally"; #9 phy, "Sympathizes physically" was used in conjunc
tion with #12 n pun, "Removes child from group— non-punitive
measure"
•
In the older group of the private school, technique #12 n
pun, "Removes child from group--non~punitive measure" was used
successfully three times. #4 ver, "Disapproves verbally" re-
sulted in social behavior once and anti-social once.
Techniques #8, "Suggests solution" and #13, "Removes toy
or equipment" were combined in the philanthropic school, younger
group, to lead to social behavior, while, in the case that was
ignored (#1), the child left the situation spontaneously to en-
ter another.
In the older group, technique #4 ver, "Disapproves verbally
led to social behavior once, and anti-social behavior once.
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CHAPTER IV
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
The foregoing tables demonstrate not only the types of anti-
social behavior seen, but the tremendous variety in the tech-
niques used by teachers in dealing with each category of social
behavior. Although these observations do not offer enough mater-
ial from which to draw definite conclusions, they do point out
certain educational implications for the nursery school teacher.
There were several implications which were impossible to
record, which the writer felt to be of absolute necessity in any
report of teacher techniques. The personality of the individual
teacher was all-important. Her voice, with its calmness or
tenseness, softness or harshness, affected any technique she used.
Her facial expression, her whole relationship with the child and
with the group determined the success of her technique far more
than did the form her words took.
The second implication is also less obvious. The influence
of the environment, planned or unplanned is crucial. Whether
there are many children in a small room or a few in a large room,
whether there are five tricycles for twenty children, or two for
the same number, whether or not there are active and quiet toys
both provided in a free play situation—all of these factors in
the environment necessarily affect the amount and the kinds of
anti-social behavior that will appear#
Another kind of planning is involved in the third implica-
tion. Who shall be in a group, what kind of balance will be
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provided for older and younger children, leaders and followers,
adjusted and not-so-well-adjusted? In a group with many young
children and all of the toys and equipment planned for them, any
older children will not find enough to stimulate them. Too many
disturbed children in the group will mean a different kind of be-
havior from that seen in a group of relatively well-adjusted
children. It is in the planning of the composition of the groups
that much undesirable behavior can be eliminated.
Planning also involves each day's work. Too much activity
leads to tired children, and tired children are more apt to be
anti-social. Too much rest, with no opportunity to exercise
growing muscles, may lead to restlessness. Planning the group's
daily activities, therefore, is a factor in handling anti-social
behavior.
The importance of the teacher's relationship with each
child as an individual was the fourth implication of the obser-
vations. A technique that worked successfully with one child
might have exactly the opposite effect on another. Then, too,
some children would respond to one teacher no matter what she
said or did, and the same child would not respond so readily tc
another. That this was particularly evident here was due to the
fact that these observations were made in the middle of the year
when the children were already established in their relationships
with their teachers. At the beginning of a school year, this
factor would not have been so important.
The fifth factor brought out by the observations was the
need to understand the development of social behavior in the
t
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pre-schoci child from one age level to the next in order to be
able to help him grow. Knowledge of what to expect of a child
gives the teacher a cue in dealing with him in his anti-social
moments. If the child is two years old, and we know that two
year olds seldom play in groups, then he will not be expected to
talk things over in the group as a four and a half year old might,
but will be led away to play by himself for a while. The teacher,
by knowing how much responsibility she can place on the child
without overburdening him, is aiding his social development immense
iy*
The last implications in the observations were brought out
by the analysis of the data. Socio-economic status was found to
play a definite role in the variety of anti-social behavior ob-
served in the two schools, philanthropic and private. In the
philanthropic school, "Conflict over toy or equipment" was rivaled
by "Hitting and pushing", as the cause of the greatest amount of
anti-social behavior. In the private school, "Conflict over toys
or equipment" was also a prominent type of anti-social behavior,
but the next most important category displayed was "Disrupting
group activity". Closely allied with "Disrupting group activity"
was "Rivalry for the- teacher ' s attention or affection", shown only
by the private school children. On the whole, then, the children
in the private school seemed much more oriented to adult affection
and attention than did those in the philanthropic school.
In the analysis of the teacher techniques used in developing
social from anti-social behavior, no marked differences appeared
between those techniques used with younger age groups and those
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used with older, or between those techniques used in the philan-
thropic school and those used in the private school. In all cases,
a wide variety appeared in the techniques, and there was also a
) wide variety in the responses to these techniques. On the whole,
more positive, sympathetic techniques offering a concrete solu-
tion were followed by more satisfactory results, but this ten-
dency was not very marked. There were some situations of anti-
social behavior which met with fairly consistent success, no
matter which techniques were used; ’’Intrusion into the group
and rejection by it”, and ’’Conflict over toy and equipment” showed
this tendency. The private school children also seemed to res-
pond more successfully to teachers' efforts as a whole, a fact
which bears a relation to the above mentioned phenomenon that
the private school children seemed oriented toward teacher affec-
tion and teacher attention.
The nursery school teacher has an important role to play in
the development of the social behavior of the child. In a con-
sideration of the techniques used by teachers in developing social
from anti-social behavior, it is evident that the nursery school
teacher's methods at the moment are not as important as her meth-
ods in a long range view. It is her personality, her voice, her
facial expression, the environment she creates for the group, the
activities she plans, and her understanding of the levels of
social development through which the nursery school child will go
>
that will ultimately determine her success with each individual
child at each moment. That she must adapt her techniques to fit
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each child at each situation accounts for the wide variety of
techniques which she uses in developing social from anti-socia]
behavior in the nursery school.
ct
CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. A study of the ways in which the teacher adapts her methods
of handling anti-social behavior to the individual children in
the group*
2. An examination of methods used in planning the environment so
as to bring about the greatest possible social development of the
child.
3. A study of the ways in which the techniques of different tea-
chers vary in handling anti-social behavior.
4. An analysis of the situations bringing forth the greatest
amount of anti-social behavior in the nursery school: routine,
free play, creative, outdoor, indoor, etc.
5. A detailed study of the types of anti-social behavior seen
at each age level.
6. A study of the techniques used by teachers to initiate and
encourage social behavior, not only those techniques called forth
by anti-social behavior, but those used to originate group play.
7. An analysis of the relationship of socio-economic factors to
the type of anti-social behavior shown.
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FIRST TRIAL OBSERVATION
December 18, 1946; 9:00 a.m. -- 12:00 m.
>
Free play— older group :
George takes Geraldine’s train. Geraldine rushes after him,
hitting until she gets the train back, George cries. The
teacher tells him "It's Gerry's train. There are some more for
you over there." George wanders around and finally ends up
playing on the toy piano.
Nathan takes Frances's toy. They both pull at it and fight.
The teacher says, "Frances was playing with it." Nathan and
Frances continue to fight. The teacher warns, "You're going
to break it." Nathan grabs it. The teacher removes it from
room. Nathan plays with other children in the room. Frances
plays with still others.
Roof playground--both groups :
Leslie hits Malcolm. The teacher doesn't see or do anything.
Leslie goes away. Malcolm hits Adrena. The teacher draws him
to the sandpile to play.
Harold wants to get on the truck. Larry pushes him away. Har-
old hits back. The teacher ignores them. Harold goes to another
activity.
Adrena doesn't want Francis on the wagon, and tells him to get
off. They hit each other. Francis gets off. Teacher calls
Francis away and says, "It's the girls' turn." She gets him
the big tricycle.
George hits Larry in a fight over the tricycle. Larry hits
back. George cries. The teacher says, "I saw you hit him
first." Larry goes away to play with the wagon, leaving George
the tricycle.
Gary falls over in fun. Walter hits him. Teacher comforts
Gary. Gary hits Walter. Walter cries.
Music period--younger group :
Leslie stops skipping around and opens the closet door, spilling
out all the music books. All the children stop and come over
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FIRST TRIAL OBSERVATION (cont’d)
to see. The teacher calls the group into a circle, while
another teacher leads Leslie out of the room.
Jimmie gets restless singing, and starts to talk to the two
children on either side of him. The teacher calls him back
and asks him what song he would like to sing. He gives the
name of a song, and all is well.
Free play
—
younger group :
Beverly is painting. Lynn comes over to watch, and starts to
add her own dabs to Beverly’s work. Beverly calls to the tea-
cher to get Lynn to go away. The teacher calls Lynn over to
the clay table. Lynn sits down and starts to work.
Topper is putting together interlocking trains. Leslie comes
over and starts to put them on the other end. Topper pushes
him away. The teacher looks on, does nothing. Leslie watches
Topper for a while and then goes off to something else.
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SECOND TRIAL OBSERVATION
December 19, 1946
Age group: older
Number of teachers: 2
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Free play
Art work
Large Play-
room
Gary, Nathan,
1
11 (go back
to other acti-
vity)
24, Gary
Gary, 3,7,
(throws toy)
Nathan, 9,
(water play)
15 children
present Gerry, Marlene
10
Gerry, 9
8 (Gerry)
21 (Marlene)
(Paint
)
Gerry, 6
Marlene, 3
Nathan, Adrena 9 pos
. ,
Nathan
2(Use of doll)(sees suggestion
carried through)
Adrena, 9 (dolls)
Nathan, 8
Nathan, Gerry
9
3 Nathan
24
15
Nathan, 9
Gerry, 6 (to
bathroom)
Free play
All children
Roof
27 in group
Francis. 9
(group)
8,7 pos. ( "You
sit here a
while .
" )
Francis, 1
Adrena, 8
(to Gerry)
2d Adrena, 6
Ruthie, 11
(group)
(rocky boat)
14, 5 Ruthie
,
( swing)
11,9
Walter , Nadine 12,' 16, Walter, 9
2, (Nadine hurt) ( Nadine
)
Nadine, 10
Leslie, Nadine 15 Leslie, 9
1, 9 4 Leslie Nadine, 4
Nathan, 7 22 Nathan, 3
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THIRD TRIAL OBSERVATION
January 17, 1947
Private school
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Free play
2 teachers
7 children
Evan, Jimmie,
1
5, Evan
8, Jimmie
Both, 4
Older group
Bibsie, Jimmie
1 (toys away)
5, Jimmie
3 ver
. ,
Bib-
sie
Bibsie, 8
Jimmie, 5
Jere, Eric,
1 (paint)
2, both Both, 4
(settled it
themselves
)
Resting
Younger group
2 teachers
5 children
Eric, Pris,
1, ( Pris » s book)
3 ver
. ,
Pris
(to defend her-
self )
6
,
Eric
Eric, 8
Pris, 1
Eric, David,
1, (book)
3 ver., David,
(to defend him-
self)
Eric, 8
Resting
Older group
Bunny, 8 14, 12, ( non-
punit ive
)
Group, 4
Music
Older group
Bunny, 8
Evan
4 ver. Evan, Bunny,
3
Bunny, 6,
( Bibsie)
14, 4 ver. Bunny, 4
Bunny, 8
(running around)
12 Group, 4
* Group, 6 7 sol. (put
clothes on to go
out
)
Group, 6 sol
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PRIVATE SCHOOL
Ages as of February 1, 1947
Younger Group Older Group
Name Age in yrs. and mos* Name Age in yrs, and mos*
Michael 2,8 Penny 3,9
Pam 2,8 Bobbie 3,9
Jamie 2,8 Rickey 3,10
Pris 5,3 Bibsie 3,10
Linda 3,3 Hiya 3,10
Jere 3,3 Margaret 3,11
Dora Sue 3,4 Jimmie 3,11
Eric 3,5 DeWitt 4,1
David 3,5 Sue 4,2
Susie 3,6 Jane D. 4,4
Evan 4,5
Jake 4,5
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PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
Ages as of February 1, 1947
Younger Group Older Group, Section I
Name Age in yrs. and mos. Name Age in yrs.
Charles 2,6 Diane 3,8
Herbie 2,11 Peter 3,8
Elaine 2,11 Billy 3,10
Eddie H. 3,1 Marvin 4,0
Beverly 3,1 Arnold 4,1
Daniel 3,2 Dicky 4,3
Deborah 3,2 Carl 4,3
Paul 3,2 Clara 4,3
George 3,3 Maureen 4,4
Donna 3,3 Beverly 4,4
Audrey 3,4 Ricky 4,4
Jordan 3,4 Donnie C, 4,5
Joel 3,4 Randy 4,6
Wayne 3,4
Val 3,5 Older Group, Section II
Robert 3,5
Eddie R. 3,5 Larry 3,10
Laurence 3,5 Patricia 3,10
Cynthia 3,7 Rosanna 3,11
Viola 3,7 Judith 3,11
Cathy 3,9 Sheila 3,11
Herman 3,9 Martin 4,0
Peter 4,1
Tiny 4,2
Donnie S, 4,3
Michael 4,3
Joyce 4,7
Charles 4,7
and mos.
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WORKING OUTLINE FOR OBSERVATION OF TEACHER TECHNIQUES
Situation: Teacher technique : End of episode :
1
.
2 ,
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
7.
8
.
Conflict over toy 1.
or equipment
Taking turns 2,
Intrusion and rejec. 3. vis
Rivalry for teacher ver
Conflict from crowd. 4. vis
Hitting, etc. ver
Destruction 5.
Disrupting group
activity 6.
7.
sol
soc
8 .
9. ver
phy
10 .
11.
ex
Phy
ver
12 .
13.
*
Doesn’t see, ig-
nores
Moves, does nothing
Encourages, approves
Disapproves, moral-
izes
Interprets wishes,
etc.
Explains prop,
rights
Directs to new acti-
vity
Suggests solution
Sympathizes
Supplies tools or
equip
.
Assists in using
equip.
Removes child from
group
Removes toy or
equip.
Restrains child
1. Complies
gladly
2. Does nothing,
wanders
3. Sit. continues
anti-s.
4. Sit. resolves,
social
5 # Leaves sit.
spontan.
6.
sol Enters new
soc activity
7.
p,v Attacks
t,s
ch
8. Continues
what was inter-
rupted
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OBSERVATION #1
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
JANUARY 27, 1947
Younger Group
9:00 a.ra. - 10:30 a.ra.
4 teachers
8 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Free Play
Indoors
George, Donna,
6, (taking off
hair ribbon)
5 Donna, 8 sol.
George, 6 sol.
Wayne (new) 3,
by Val
3 ver. to
Wayne
4
Paul, Donna, 1 6,8 Donna, 8 sol.
Paul, 2
Val, George,
Paul, 7
( jumping on
screen)
11, phy.,
ver. (picking
up screen)
Val, George, 3,
then 6 soc.
Paul, 2
Story Val, 8 8, ("’We’ll read
your story later.
13, (his book)
4
" )
Older Group,
10:30 a.m. -
3 teachers
10 children
wvH *« <
Section I
12:00 m.
Clay Donald, Ricky
1,6
5, Donald
4 ver., Donald
( threatens
)
3 (for a while)
4 (with threats)
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OBSERVATION #2
PRIVATE SCHOOL
JANUARY 28, 1947
Younger Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
2 teachers
9 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Outdoor Jamie, David,
1
10, (another
truck to Jamie
)
Jamie, 1
David, 8 sol.
Jamie, Michael,
1
7 sol., Michael Michael, 6 sol,
Jamie, 8 sol.
Indoor
Free Play
Jere, Jamie, 1 6 (to Jere)
(gives paint to
Jamie
)
Both, 4
Rest Jamie, Jere, 1
( book)
6, Jamie
7 sol., Jere
Jere, 8 sol,
Jamie, 1
Story Jamie, 8 (read-
ing)
14, 4 ver. Jamie, 4, (re-
sumes seat)
Music Jamie, 8 (dancing) 9 phy, 12
non-punit ive
4
Free Play Joe, Pris, 2 5, Jere
( stays to super-
vise )
Both, 4
Pammy, Pris, 1 6, Pammy Both, 4
10, Pris
Eric, Pammy, 1 10, both Both, 4
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OBSERVATION #3
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
JANUARY 29, 1947
Older Group, Section II
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
2 teachers
11 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Whole older
group listen-
ing to music.
Mike, 8 4 ver. 3
Free Play Mike, 7 (kicks
block house down)
5 2
Younger Group
10:30 a.m. - 12:
2 teachers
6 children
00 m.
Story Val
,
8 1 Val, 5
Whole School
outdoors
Wayne, George,
1, 6
1 (doesn’t see) Wayne, 8 sol.
George, 5
Val, Sheila, 1 6 Sheila,
bike
)
Val, 2
1 (get
( cries
)
Sheila, George, 6 9 ver. Sheila
8, George (put
dirt in hold)
4
Val, Marty, 1 5,8 (sharing) 4
Sheila, Mike, 6 4 ver.
,
Mike 4
,, . . .
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OBSERVATION #4
PRIVATE SCHOOL
JANUARY 30, 1947
Older Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
2 teachers
9 children
Anti-Social Teacher Ending
Activity Situation Techniqu e Situation
Singing Evan, DeWitt, 1 5, Evan Evan, DeWitt, 4
Jimmie, 8 4 ver. Jimmie
Group, 8,6 14, Evan, Group,
Jimmie
Bibsie, 5 Bibsie, 4Story 11 ver
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OBSERVATION #5
PRIVATE SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 3, 1947
Younger Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m,
1 teacher
7 children
Activity
Anti -Social
S ituation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Yard, free
play
Jere, Alan, 1
( shovel)
6, Jere
10, Jere
Alan, 6 sol,
Jere, 5,6, sol.
Indoor, free
play
Pam, 3, (re-
jected by Pris
and Michael
5, Pris All, 4
Jamie, Pam, 1
( puzzle
)
6, Jamie, 7
sol
. ,
3 ver
.
,
Pam
Pam, 8 sol,
Jamie, 6 sol.
Outdoor Jere, Jamie, 1 2 Both, 4
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OBSERVATION #6
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 4, 1947
Younger Group
j 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
4 teachers
11 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Free play Eddie H.
,
(takes
Chuck's truck).
Chuck
,
1
5 and 9 phy.
Eddie
Eddie, 6 sol.
Chuck, 5
Eddie H.
,
Cathy,
Bobbie, 1
1 (ignores) 4 soc. (2
against 1 won)
Older Group,
10:30 a.m. -
2 teachers
6 children
Section II
12:00 m.
Larry, 3 (new boy)
into group, Marty
leader
11 phy, ver.
8 Larry help,
soc.
4 soc., (group)
Marty, Charles, 2 8, taking turns Marty, 1 (gets
plane )
Charles
,
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OBSERVATION #7
PRIVATE SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 5, 1947
Older Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
2 teachers
10 children
Activity
Anti-Soci al
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Outdoor
Free play
Jere, Jamie, 1 5,6 to Jamie Jere, 8 sol.
Jamie, 4
Jamie, Bobbie, 1 5, Jamie
7 sol., Jamie
Bobbie, 8 soc.
Jamie, 6 sol.
(not what was
suggested)
Susie, Bunny, 4 5,14, Susie Susie, 3
Indoor
Free play
Bunny, 8 (leaves
mess in middle of
room, not finish-
ing task)
3 ver. (encour-
ages) and
11 phy. (finish
w ork
)
1, (finishes
)
Outdoor
Free play
Janie, Jere, 1 6, Jere
7 soc. (directs)
Jamie, 8 sol.
Jere, 1
Jamie, 3, by older 3 ver. Jamie 4
boys ( encourages
)
Bunny, David, 1 10 4
Pam, Jere, 1 6, Jere, 9 phy. Pam
,
8
Jere, 6 soc.
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OBSERVATION #8
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 6, 1947
Older Group, Section I
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a. m.
3 teachers
9 children
Anti-Social Teacher Ending
Activity Situat ion Technique Situation
Indoor Arnold, Dicky, 1 7 soc. (to Group, 4
Free play group)
11 ver.
Marvin, Arnold, 6 4 ver. ("No",
(no apparent cause)"You hit him
first.")
4
Arnold, Dicky, 1 6 to Arnold Arnold, 3
3 ver
.
,
Dicky (throwing)
Dicky, 8 sol.
Arnold, Dicky, 1 8, (taking turns) 4
Marvin, Arnold, 3 5, to Arnold 4
Younger Group
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 m.
4 teachers
8 children
No anti-social behavior
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OBSERVATION #9
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 10, 1947
Older Group, Section I
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.ra.
3 teachers
8 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Sit uation
Free play Carl, 3 (into
group
)
1, ( ignores
Billy, defends
Carl)
4
Younger Group
10:30 a.m, - 12:
4 teachers
9 children
00 m.
Whole group
outside
Charles, Patsy,
2
8, (taking
turns
)
Chari e s
,
1
Patsy, 2
Charles, Patsy,
2,6 8 3
Charles, Patsy,
6, cont’d
12, 8 (taking
turns
Charles, 1
Patsy, 2, then
both 4
Dicky, Arnold,
1,6
1, 10 4
Larry, Billy, 1
(with Jordan)
5 4
Resting Herbie, George, 1 13 4
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OBSERVATION #10
PRIVATE SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 11, 1947
Older Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
3 teachers
8 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Indoor Evan, Jimmie, 1 7 soc., both 4 soc.
Free play
Resting Evan, 8 4 ver. 4
Music Bunny
,
8 12 non-puni- Bunny, 1
tive
Outdoors Evan and Jake, 1 5 4
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OBSERVATION #11
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 12, 1947
Younger Group
9jOO a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
4 teachers
13 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Free play Chuck and Herbie,
1
8 (another
truck)
4
Chuck, 8 sol.
Chuck and Herbie,
1
14,6, Chuck Chuck, 2
Herbie, 8 sol.
Charles, 8
( story)
4 ver. Group, 4
Chuck, 6 (Her-
bie)
14
,
Chuck
3 ver., Herbie
(defends himself)
4
Whole school
outdoors
Peter, Marty, 2 8, ( solution,
taking turns
4
Larry, 6 (with a
rope
)
4 ver. 7, P,t
Larry, 6 (the
teacher
)
7 soc., 11
ver.
4
Audrey, Herman, 1 1 4
Mike, Charles, 2
( tricycle
)
6 Mike, 1 (gets
tricycle
)
Charles, 1
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OBSERVATION #12
PRIVATE SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 15, 1947
Younger Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
3 teachers
4 children
Activity
Outdoor
Free play
Whole school
Anti-Social Teacher Ending
Sit uation Technique Situation
Jere, Margaret, 3 ver., Margaret Margaret, 8 sol.
1 (defends herself) Jere, 6 sol.
6,10, Jere
"VwT V\**< 'VT “.rvf
OBSERVATION #13
PRIVATE SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 17, 1947
Older Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
3 teachers
10 children
Free play Bibsie, Margaret, 4 ver.
indoors 1
Bibsie, 8 sol.
Margaret, 2
Bunny, 8 (tearing 4 ver., 14, 10, 3
around upsetting (truck to play
things ) with)
Bunny, 8, (same) 7 soc. (reading 4
story with others)
Story Bibsie, 8 12, non-pun. 4 (both group
and Bibsie)
Music Bunny, 8 12
,
non-pun Bunny, 6 sol
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OBSERVATION #14
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 18, 1947
Older Group, Section II
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
2 teachers
9 children
Anti-Social Teacher Ending
Activity Situation Technique Situation
Outdoors
Whole older
Group
Sheila, Billy,
1
6, 18, (taking
turns
)
Billy, 1
Sheila, 3
Sheila, Marty,
Mike, 1
6 Sheila, 2
Mike, 8 sol.
(riding tricycle)
Marty, 6 sol.
Donnie, Marty, 1
(no apparent rea-
son)
3 ver
. ,
Marty Marty, 8 sol.
Donnie, 6 sol.
Dicky and group
on jungle- jim, 5,
6
1, (ignores) Dicky, 3 (for a
while), 5
Peter, Sheila, 9 phy., ver.,
Marty, 3 Peter, 4 ver.,
Sheila, Marty
*-B-#***-3H*
Sheila, Marty, 8
soc., Peter, 2
Younger Group
10:30 a.m. - 12
4 teachers
7 children
:00 m. •
Outdoor s
Whole younger
Group
Johnny, Val, and
Herman, 3,6
3 ver. 4
Both, 6 soc.Johnny, Herman, 3 4 ver
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OBSERVATION #15
PRIVATE SCHOOL
FEBRUARY 19, 1947
Younger Group
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 m.
2 teachers
8 children
Activity
Anti-Social Teacher
Situation Technique
Ending
Situation
Outdoors Rickie, Jamie, 5, 10 4
Whole school 1
Bibsie, Jere, 1 8, (getsmore 4, (for a minute,
equipment, then they go in)
calls everyone
in)
Pam, Jamie, 1 4 ver., Pam, Pam, 8 sol.,
14, Jamie Jamie, 2
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OBSERVATION #16
PHILANTHROPIC SCHOOL
|)
FEBRUARY 20, 1947
Younger Group
9:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.
3 teachers
4 children
Activity
Anti-Social
Situation
Teacher
Technique
Ending
Situation
Free play
Indoors
Val, Paul, 1 1, (ignores) 4, (Paul remon-
strates and wins)
Val, George, 7 4 ver
. ,
Val,
9 ver.
,
(with
desire to play
with books
)
4
Val, George, 1 11 phy., George
14, 6, Val
Val, 7, p, v, 2,
George, 8 sol.
Val, 1, 6, (Elaine )9 phy., Elaine,
(Biting) 6, Val
Elaine, 2,
Val, 7, p, v, ch,
t, 3, (throwing
things
)
-X-X- -X--X-*
Older Group, Section I
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 m.
3 teachers
10 children
Mikie, Joyce, 1 8, 13 (in 3
question}
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